August 8

Make models

Just start stuff

Don't import/export
August 7

 Loves from the top.
 Getting cool.

 Spain from.

 [Handwritten: Email template]

 [Handwritten: Don demo (IP)]

 [Handwritten: Review Feat Lab App]
August 10

Undergraduate student
work with U.S. on PACE Test

I. Setting

Coding Standards

Pilot 15 Screenshots
Aug 11

Catenizer

MC GUI estimation

Salary app
- Incorporate review feedback
- Controllers
- Views
  Common code - own sub repo.

Review code

Work orders
- Copying?
- Timesheet changes
  Enterprise

PAC revisions
  Code review process
  Competency assessment
  New table
  New approval process
  Code review
  Skills - Django

Trouble reports

Pool
  Add authentication/authorization

Travel
  Finish Diagram